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Whatever the state of the economy, unrelenting global
competitive pressure is forcing companies to reduce costs
continuously. As companies have been rethinking their
value-creation processes and outsourcing major parts of
their activities, excellence in purchasing has become a
critical capability for ensuring competitiveness.

In order to identify best-in-class performers in purchasing
- and the factors that enable them to achieve purchasing
excellence - Arthur D. Little, in cooperation with the
Kuehne-Institute for Logistics at the University of St
Gallen, recently conducted a benchmarking study involv-
ing some 100 large and mid-sized European companies
from a wide variety of industry sectors (see “About the
study”, p.p. 52-53).

The study focused on two questions:

• How can purchasing successfully reduce costs while
simultaneously building collaborative relationships
with strategic suppliers? 

• How can purchasing be turned into a function with
high value-added? 

Through statistical analysis of the results of the study, we
identified five elements for achieving excellence in pur-
chasing performance:

1. Clarity: Align the purchasing strategy with the corpo-
rate strategy through clear goals, objectives and tasks
for the purchasing department. 

2. Competency: Make the purchasing workforce skilled in
advanced purchasing methods.

3. Consistency: Build consistent and standardised pur-
chasing processes and systems to reduce order lead
times and costs.

Purchasing Performance Excellence:
Results from Arthur D. Little's
Benchmarking Study
Carsten Vollrath and Can L. Ünal

To reduce costs, many
companies are relocating
activities or outsourcing
pieces of their value chain,
making them ever more
dependent on the perform-
ance of their purchasing
organisation. Arthur D.
Little's benchmarking
study "Purchasing
Performance Excellence
2006" provides insights
about how best-in-class
purchasing organisations
in a broad range of indus-
tries are capable of creat-
ing tremendous value for
their stakeholders.
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the leaders, i.e. companies with a PPE score above 1,225,
represent 4 percent of the total number of study partici-
pants, and realised average annual savings in purchasing
of 6.3 percent. This amounts to more than 15 times high-
er annual savings compared to only 0.4 percent savings
for the followers, i.e. companies with a score below 700,
representing 19 percent of the total number of partici-
pants (see exhibit 2).

In the remainder of this article, we will explain in more
detail what each of the five “Cs” (Clarity, Competency,
Consistency, Concentration and Collaboration) means,
and how you can achieve purchasing performance excel-
lence. The first three elements of the 5C model can be
described as "enablers" whereas the last two represent
"actions", which have to be managed properly in order to
achieve purchasing excellence. 

Purchasing Performance Excellence

4. Concentration: Consolidate demand among key sup-
pliers to achieve economies of scale and scope. 

5. Collaboration: Collaborate with internal customers
and external partners to reduce the total cost of own-
ership and shorten time-to-market. 

Companies that follow these requirements score signifi-
cantly better in purchasing performance. In order to
measure purchasing performance we developed a
Purchasing Performance Excellence index (PPE index).
This is composed of 30 criteria grouped in six perform-
ance categories (see exhibit 1, with more details in “About
the study”). The maximum score is 1,750 points.

The average PPE score was 906 points. The “PPE Winner”,
a global player from the chemical industry, scored 1,526
points (87 percent of the maximum). The “Virtual Star”, a
theoretical construction made up from the highest scores
in the individual performance categories, scored 1,573
points (89 percent of the maximum). Most interestingly,
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Exhibit 1 Performance Criteria and Categories Included in the PPE-Index

Concentration on key suppliers
Key supplier management

Performance indicator oriented objectives

Formulation of objectives and strategy

Target dimensions

Global sourcing

Instruments for strategy
implementation

Sustainability

Strategically oriented objectives

Time profile

Intensity of cooperation with internal
departments

Importance and standards of cooperation

Bundling of inquiries
Characteristics of purchasing processesProcess

oriented objectives

Hierarchical level of purchasing responsibility

Intensity of cooperation with
key suppliers

Personnel management in purchasing

Purchasing methods

Personnel oriented objectives

Supplier selection and evaluation

Supplier development

Supplier integration

Supplier portfolio management

Supplier oriented objectives

Use of e-procurement solutions

Online inquiries

Online auctions
IT-oriented objectives

Price rate
100%

80%

60%

40%
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Maximum Virtual Star1) Ø of all industries

1) The Virtual Star is a fictional value made up of the benchmarking results of the best company in each prformance category

Exhibit 2 PPE Scores and Average Annual Savings in Purchasing

PPE-Leader FSG: 905

Purchasing Performance Excellence Index

Source:  Arthur D. Little Purchasing Performance Excellence Benchmarking Study, 2006

Average Annual Savings in
Purchasing (2003-2005)
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1,526 (CHE)
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1,750
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AM Automotive
CHE Chemicals Industry
EM Engineering & Manufacturing

FSG Financial Services & Banking
UTL Utilities & Energy
TIME Telecom.-Information-Media-Electronics

“Followers” includes companies with a PPE-score < 700
“Median” includes companies with a PPE-score < 1,225
“Leaders” includes companies with a PPE-score > 1,225

Followers Median Leaders
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2.8%
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clearest and most transparent goals for purchasing are
the best performers in terms of the reduction of total cost
of ownership (exhibit 3). 

Clarity in terms of transparent strategies, goals, processes,
responsibilities and tasks is one of the most important
enablers for purchasing excellence. 

2. Competency: Make the purchasing workforce 
skilled in advanced purchasing methods 

Competencies are areas of personal capabilities that
enable people to perform successfully in their profession
by achieving goals or completing tasks effectively and effi-
ciently. In order to implement the purchasing strategy
and attain the purchasing goals, the purchasing depart-
ment needs a workforce that is skilled in applying pur-
chasing methods. Our study has identified a measurable
correlation between specific purchasing methods and per-
formance. We have detected a significant relationship
between the use of target costing and design-to-cost meth-
ods and the reduction of purchasing prices. 

As exhibit 4 shows, the 10 companies with the highest
competencies in target-costing and design-to-cost have
achieved a considerable reduction in purchasing prices,
whereas the 10 companies without these have suffered
under increased purchasing prices. Intensive use of the tar-
get-costing method requires that purchasing be involved
more strongly and earlier in the product development

The 10 companies that have
the clearest and most trans-
parent goals for purchasing
are the best performers 
in terms of the reduction of
total cost of ownership.

In order to implement the 
purchasing strategy and
attain the purchasing goals,
the purchasing department
needs a workforce that is
skilled in applying purchasing
methods. Our study has 
identified a measurable 
correlation between specific
purchasing methods and 
performance.

Purchasing Performance Excellence

1. Clarity: Align the purchasing strategy with the 
corporate strategy through clear goals, objectives 
and tasks for the purchasing department

Companies need visions and strategies that are under-
standable to every member of the organisation. It is even
more important that these are communicated and dif-
fused broadly within the company. An excellent vision
that nobody knows is useless. This simple nexus is also
valid for the purchasing strategy. The purchasing depart-
ment should have clear goals as a guideline for effective
management:

• First, the company should identify the output goals of
purchasing. They should be concrete and easy to meas-
ure. Important goals to consider are often operational,
such as the reduction of purchasing prices, inventory,
or total cost of ownership;

• Secondly, the company should use a holistic purchas-
ing performance management approach in order to
reach its goals; 

• Thirdly, the company should continuously monitor
how well purchasing attains its goals. 

Our research has identified a high correlation between
the clarity of purchasing goals and the reduction of the
total cost of ownership. The 10 companies that have the

Exhibit 3 Contribution of a Clear Purchasing Strategy

Clear and transparent documen-
tation of the objectives of the

purchasing organisation

Source:  Arthur D. Little Purchasing Performance Excellence Benchmarking Study, 2006
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Exhibit 4 Impacts on Price Rate

Degree of know-how in target
costing and design-to-cost

Source:  Arthur D. Little Purchasing Performance Excellence Benchmarking Study, 2006
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if bundling purchasing volume is treated as a strategic
issue, with top-management attention. As exhibit 5 shows,
almost 80 percent of study participants have approaches
such as a lead-buyer organisation for bundling purchasing
volumes. In addition, 50 percent of companies have estab-
lished coordinated target agreements between purchasing
and other functional departments. For cost-effective
implementation of demand bundling, it is necessary to
develop and implement a system that makes the demand
bundling process transparent and allows control of the
results. Only 17 percent of companies have transparent
presentation and documentation of corporate-wide
demand volumes and purchases on an online platform.

Best-in-class purchasing organisations achieve further
competitive advantage by bundling their global purchas-
ing negotiations. Global sourcing allowed 35 percent of
the participating companies to achieve annual net savings
(based on total cost of ownership considerations) of more
than 10 percent.

5. Collaboration: Collaborate with internal customers
and external partners to reduce the total cost of 
ownership and shorten time-to-market

Top performers in purchasing collaborate extensively with
internal customers to define product specifications. In
addition, they collaborate with suppliers during the prod-
uct development phase to design components and new
materials and to implement more efficient and flexible

It is essential to use a 
consistent performance 
management system that 
supports the management 
of continuous improvement
programmes in purchasing.

Purchasing Performance Excellence

process. To exploit the benefits from these methods, com-
panies should develop specialised training programmes for
purchasing managers in order to improve their methodi-
cal know-how. Furthermore, intensive collaboration with
suppliers becomes paramount in accomplishing design-to-
cost goals, given today's highly fragmented supply chains
and strong tendencies for outsourcing.

3. Consistency: Implement consistent and standardised 
purchasing processes and systems to reduce order
lead times and costs

As value chains are being reconfigured, purchasing
processes are becoming increasingly complex. Therefore,
consistency in systems and efficient coordination across
the entire value chain are crucial requirements for reduc-
ing order lead times and costs. Best-in-class purchasing
organisations have a high degree of automation and make
intensive use of e-procurement tools in their purchasing
processes. They have clearly defined interfaces between
the purchasing department and other functions, and have
integrated their suppliers into their own processes. Last
but not least, they have a transparent and consistent pur-
chasing control system.

It is essential to use a consistent performance manage-
ment system that supports the management of continu-
ous improvement programmes in purchasing. 24 percent
of the participating companies indicated that they have
established purchasing control based on a consistent per-
formance indicator system, such as a purchasing balanced
scorecard. On the other hand, nearly half of the compa-
nies have purchasing information systems installed. 

4. Concentration: Consolidate demand among key 
suppliers to achieve economies of scale and scope

Bundling purchasing volume is high on the agenda of
purchasing departments in many companies. The average
concentration rate on key suppliers (defined as the num-
ber of key suppliers divided by the total number of suppli-
ers) has fallen from 13 percent to 11.6 percent since our
last benchmarking round two years ago. But a high
degree of key-supplier concentration can only be achieved

Exhibit 5 Most Common Instruments for Demand Bundling

Source: Arthur D. Little Purchasing Performance Excellence Benchmarking Study, 2006

Does not apply

Proportion of companies (in %) 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Activities for bundling purchasing
volume within the organisation introduced
(e.g. lead-buyer-organisation)

Coordinated target agreements between
purchasing and all parties, departments
(R&D, quality, logistics/SCM, production
& assembly, sales, marketing)
Transparent presentation of corporate-
wide demand volume and purchases on
an online platform in our intra- or internet

Verbal agreements with all parties

8% 13% 32% 48%

24% 28% 30% 18%

37% 29% 17% 17%

23% 44% 19% 13%

Partly
Predominantly Totally applies

Note: Question – Which instruments do you
apply for bundling in purchasing?

The average concentration rate
on key suppliers (defined as
the number of key suppliers
divided by the total number of
suppliers) has fallen from 13
percent to 11.6 percent since
our last benchmarking round
two years ago.
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Purchasing Performance Excellence

production processes. They are more likely than others to
have effective methodologies and processes in place for
managing product life-cycles and optimising the total cost
of ownership.

One of the most important drivers of effective collabora-
tion is the active management of the entire supplier port-
folio. In order to accelerate product development and
improve product quality, it is critical that companies
access and leverage the specialised skills and knowledge
available through their strategic suppliers. Managing this
process effectively requires tight integration between the
manufacturer and the supplier, through a collaborative
design process and tight linkage between design and
sourcing processes. This gives companies the capability to
manage product cost and target profitability over the
product design life-cycle. Similarly, companies with a con-
siderable spend on indirect materials look for best-in-class
capabilities in external partners in order to optimise their
total costs.

Furthermore, internal collaboration between purchasing
and R&D is an important means of shortening time-to-
market and ensuring new-product success. More specifi-
cally, best-in-class purchasing organisations are embracing
core design principles that focus on collaboration, re-use
and standardisation to reduce costs and improve perform-
ance. Our study found that top performers in purchasing
also pay a great deal of attention to the cooperation of the
purchasing department with functions other than R&D,
such as production, quality, logistics, controlling and
marketing and sales.

Best-in-class purchasing 
organisations are embracing
core design principles that
focus on collaboration, re-use
and standardization to 
reduce costs and improve 
performance.

Case study - Leading Global Automobile Manufacturer

Enhancing collaboration, responsibility and visibility

Several years ago a leading German car manufacturer took part in
Arthur D. Little's benchmarking process and identified a number of
areas of potential improvement in its global purchasing organisa-
tion. Based on the company's long-term aspirations and vision, tar-
gets and initiatives were defined focusing on the following aspects:

Purchasing strategy and objectives

• Aligned strategy and scope definition as well as improved imple-
mentation and tracking models to maximise the utilisation of
strategy potentials and benefits.

Purchasing processes

• Optimised Key Supplier Management (KSM) with improved
resource spent, standardised KSM procedures, processes and
interfaces;

• Improved management of internal customer coordination based
on adjusted resources, strengthened internal know-how pooling
and enhanced process efficiency.

Organisation and training

• Introduced lead-buying concept and procedures based on
empowering material group leaders, process alignment and
strong commitment and ownership.

Supplier management

• Optimised supplier portfolio implemented (key and supplemen-
tary supplier set) aligned with local buyers (plant procurement)
and internal customers.

Technology 

• Implemented purchasing information system as strategic tool
with improved data completeness, consistency and transparency,
enabling optimised business monitoring and management.

So far the results are promising: a drop in the number of suppliers
by over 25 percent and a balanced time and resource budget per
key supplier and internal customer relationship. Thus our client
achieved a top-performer ranking within the benchmarking. The
search for purchasing excellence is a never-ending journey in
which awards and acknowledgments are mere celebrations of steps
reached, not an end in themselves.
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• Consistency: Implement a consistent performance
management system for continuous improvement pro-
grammes aimed at purchasing excellence (e.g. a pur-
chasing balanced scorecard). Strive for a high degree of
automation in purchasing processes (e.g. e-procure-
ment) and establish clearly defined interfaces between
purchasing, other functions and external partners.

• Concentration: Consolidate corporate-wide purchasing
volume (regionally or globally) in order to optimize the
degree of concentration among key suppliers. Use stan-
dardized supplier evaluation programmes based on
total cost of ownership. Strive for intensified supplier
relationship-management activities.

• Collaboration: Actively manage your whole supplier
portfolio. Work with multi-disciplinary teams and use
supplier know-how to encourage internal and external
collaboration on new product innovations and total
cost management. 

Purchasing Performance Excellence

Insights for the Executive - How your Company 
can Benefit from the Survey Results

In order to become a top performer in purchasing, you
are encouraged to keep our 5C Framework for Purchasing
Performance Excellence in mind:

• Clarity: Define a comprehensive purchasing strategy
aligned to your corporate strategy. Clearly define the
objectives and responsibilities of your purchasing
organisation. Install a transparent and seamless pur-
chasing controlling process for monitoring progress in
achieving the objectives.

• Competency: Apply continuous price and cost bench-
marking. Build a high degree of know-how within your
purchasing organisation about cross-functional materi-
al group management, target costing and design-to-
cost, in order to reduce the total cost of ownership dra-
matically.

About the study

The benchmarking study was conducted in late
2005 and early 2006. Senior executives from
nearly 100 well known large and medium-sized
European companies participated, from indus-
tries including automotive, engineering and
manufacturing, utilities and energy, chemi-
cals, telecommunications-information-media-
electronics (TIME), and financial services and
banking.

PPE benchmarking methodology

Our study elicited responses from purchasing
and supply-chain executives from leading com-
panies through a written questionnaire. The
measure of purchasing performance excellence
for each participant (PPE score) was deter-
mined by using a point-scoring technique
based on six performance categories (corporate

and purchasing data, purchasing strategy and
objectives, purchasing processes, organisation
and training, supplier management, technolo-
gy) with different weightings comprising a
variety of success criteria and sub-criteria. The
maximum number of points possible was
1,750. In addition, several best-in-class criteria
derived from previous studies were given high-
er PPE weights and served as “differentiating
characteristics”. 

Statistical analysis of results

The in-depth statistical analysis was based on
correlation coefficients, computed with a
bivariate Pearson's correlation procedure as a
measure of linear association. Two kinds of sig-
nificant levels were considered: 5 percent level
(high significance) and 1 percent level (very
high significance). To show even more evidence
for a detected relationship, several extreme-

the world-class level in purchasing, becoming
the PPE winner for 2006.

The analysis identified a wide spread of per-
formance. As exhibit 2 showed, there are sever-
al differences between industries with regard
to purchasing performance. Companies in the
automotive, engineering and manufacturing,
chemicals and TIME industries are among the
leaders, followed by companies in utilities and
energy and financial services and banking.

The benchmarking results also showed a signif-
icant correlation between total purchasing 
volume and overall purchasing performance.
While small companies (purchasing volume 
< 100 million €) achieved on average only 871
(49 percent) of the possible 1,750 PPE points,
large companies (purchasing volume > 1,000
million €) achieved on average 1,033 PPE points
(59 percent).

group comparisons were conducted between
the worst and best-in-class companies and their
results in terms of a specific target value.
In conclusion the results can be clustered in
four main performance categories (exhibit 6): 

■ World class: > 1,400 to 1,750 PPE points
■ Professional: > 1,050 to 1,400 PPE points
■ Standard: > 700 to 1,050 PPE points
■ Followers: 0 to 700 PPE points

Sixty-two percent of participating purchasing
organisations belong to the performance cate-
gory “standard”. Here solid purchasing activi-
ties dominate through traditional approaches.
Eighteen percent of all companies have a “pro-
fessional” purchasing organisation with inno-
vative approaches at a respectable perform-
ance level. Nineteen percent are “followers”
with residual structures at a non-competitive
performance level. Only one company reached
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Purchasing Performance Excellence

Achieving top performance in purchasing is difficult at
best. But without purchasing excellence, companies even-
tually fritter away any competitive edge they may have
built on the marketing and sales side. As our research
shows, companies with an in-depth understanding of the
challenges, opportunities and capabilities needed for
building an excellent purchasing organisation are reward-
ed with high profits, sustainable growth and more value
for all stakeholders - including their suppliers.

Exhibit 6 PPE-Performance Categories from Benchmarking

Source: Arthur D. Little Purchasing Performance Excellence Benchmarking Study, 2006
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